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DEFENCELESS LANCASTER BOMBED THE TARGET

Without gunners, and with his Lancaster badly damaged in an action with

a German.fighter, an Australian pilot, Pilot-Officer R.N.Mullins, of Glen Iris,

Victoria, flew on, bombed the target, Frankfurt, one night in March, and returned

safely to his base.

His Lancaster "Q for Queenie" was within 50 miles of the target, when a

night fighter suddenly attacked, raking the bomber with cannon fire. The rear

turret was shot to pieces, and the gunner was wounded and lost consciousness.

Among other damage the,rudder controls -wore severed, ’While a shell had exploded

against the bomb doors, and for the moment the crew thought that the bombs in the

bay might go off. In the centre of the fuselage, there was a large gaping hole,

and there were many holes elsewhere. To make (things even more difficult, tho

main compass was out of action, and the main inter-communication system badly

damaged.

When Pilot-Officer Mullins saw the tracer he dived and managed to give tho

fighter the slip. Then he tried to call up the crew* There ms no reply from

the two gunners, but he could just make himself heard to the others.

The wireless operator - Sgt* D.N.Cochrane, of Barnet, Herts. England -

went back to see what had happened to the gunner. He found the mid-upper gunner

half out of his turret, and in a stupor, as his oxygen supply -
had been shot away,

Sgt. Cochrane gave him his own emergency oxygen bottle, and then went back to

7/1 th
get another. In the fuselage, he found -a small fire, which he put out/his hands.

Then- he went "back again, and found the rear gunner unconscious.

When he returned to the mid-upper turret, he found that the gunner and his

parachute were missing. The crews r theory is that tho gunner recovered consciousness

(after "being given the emergency oxygen supply) and getting no answer on the

” inter-comm" and seeing the large hole in the fuselage must have believed that he

was the only man left 'in the aircraft, and "baled out, still half stupified.

Sgt. Cochrane reported to Pilot-Officer Mullins, who although realising

that his Lancaster was now defenceless, if another fighter attacked, decided to

go on to the target. They reached Frankfurt, dropped their "bombs, and then turned

for home, steering and controlling the aircraft with the ailerons only.

/The- "bomb aimer



The bomb aimer was then sent back to the mid-upper turret. Later Sgt, Cochrane

found him too unconscious from lack of oxygen. He took the bomb aimer back to

his own seat, and gave him his own oxygen sup-ply.

By this time, the emergency supply was running short, pilot-Officer

Mullins, who load been struggling along alone, decided to go down several

thousand feet where the air was less rarefied, and it was possible to breathe

-without additional oxygen, although at -'-his height the badly damaged Lancaster

was well within the range of anti-aircraft guns.

Pilot-Officer Mullins now found that the elevator' trims load gone, and that

the Lancaster was tending to climb all the time. He was fast tiring with his long

struggle to keep the bomber on its course, so Sgt. Cochrane joined him, and the two

used their combined strength to hold the controls as "Q for Queenie" limped home.

The Lancaster became more and more difficult to handle, and by the time' they

reached the coast, the flight engineer also had to lend his strength to cope with

the controls. But at last they reached base, and made a safe landing.

Pilot-Officer Mullins, an unassuming young man of 20, who was a clerk before

he joined the R.«A*A*P, ,gave a great deal of the credit for the crew’s escape to

"Q for Queenie",

"It was amazing- that the Lancaster went on flying after being so badly

damaged", he said* "It is a tribute to the men and women who made it, and to the

ground staff who serviced it".

He has been given a new "Q for Queenie", and with two fresh gunners, and a

wireless operator - Sgt* Cochrane's hands had been slightly burnt -he was over

Essen a few nights later#
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